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CRITIQUE SESSIONS
Following regular CSA programs, as time
permits, there will be a critique session. To
participate in the critique session, members may
Tuesday June 6, 7:15pm
bring a song on CD (or do it live), with 15 copies
Mystic Morgan House
of typed lyric sheets, and receive constructive
121 High St Mystic CT
feedback. Critique sessions are a good forum for
Joining us from the New York City music scene works in progress or rough demos. For best
feedback, note on your lyric sheets the intended
is Dani Felt, CEO of the Dani Felt Consulting
genre and audience for your song, and what
Group. Dani is a connector for songwriters,
your goals are (i.e. picked up by a commercial
artists, and service providers, forming a
artist, self-produce, etc.). The programs at most
complete network for a successful career in the
CSA monthly meetings, except for special
music business.
workshops, are free to members, $10 to nonDani will discuss the “Start-to-Finish” blueprint members, applicable toward membership if you
join within 30 days. Members are encouraged to
for success as an Independent Artist in today’s
bring a friend who might be interested in what
music world. She will listen to your songs and
CSA offers.
provide feedback.
CSA CALENDAR
CSA PRO WORKSHOP

This meeting is $5 to CSA members, $10 for nonmembers.
June 6, CSA PRO WORKSHOP – Industry Pro Guest
Critique session to follow. Bring lyric sheets
and present your song live or on CD.
SEE DETAILS ON PAGE 3

July-Aug – CSA Summer Performance opportunities
Sept 1-5 – Independent Music Conference, (IMC)
Wallingford
Sept – New CSA Songwriter Showcase!
Oct-Nov – Fall Workshops
Dec 02 – 21 Annual Holiday Show
st

---------------------------------------------------------------COMING IN SEPTEMBER: A Monthly CSA
Songwriter Showcase. Here is a great
opportunity to present your songs to an
appreciative listening audience. Get new fans
and followers! More info to come. Stay tuned!

REGISATRATION BEGINS IN SEPT FOR
THE 2018 CSA SONGWRITING RETREAT
JUMP-START YOUR SONGWRITING!
Every CSA retreat has been an amazing
weekend, again eliciting descriptions of "LifeChanging", "Transformative" and "Inspiring".
April 6-8 2018
REGISTER AT WWW.CTSONGS.COM
LIMITED TO 12 SLOTS!

Guiding Artists Along the Path from Creation to Realization to Proliferation

--- CSA June 6 MEETING 7:15, Mystic Morgan House 121 High St, Mystic CT
(Across the parking lot from Union Baptist Church)

THE 2018 CSA SONGWRITING RETREAT, APRIL 6-8 , WILL BE AN AMAZING WEEKEND OF
MASTER CLASSES, IN THE BEAUTIFUL LAKESIDE SETTING OF CAMP WIGHTMAN
REGISTRATION WILL OPEN IN SEPTEMBER. PLAN TO SIGN UP EARLY TO MAKE SURE YOU
DON'T MISS OUT ON THIS EXPERIENCE. GIVE YOUR CREATIVITY AND YOUR CAREER A JUMPSTART. It's limited to 12 people, and the slots fill quickly. See all the photos and reviews from the past years at
www.ctsongs.com

GET A NICE TAX DEDUCTION FOR YOUR OLD STUFF !
If you have any old music or office equipment lying around or just old "stuff" that you don't need,
consider donating it to CSA and you'll get a generous tax deduction ! CSA is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization and all items donated to us can be deducted at their maximum fair market value. We
have helped many folks get nice deductions for their old items, which certainly can be useful to us
either in our regular CSA programs or our community outreach programs through LUNCH. We
can use any office equipment and supplies, computers and electronics, any type of music and studio
equipment, and any type of item that could be used for auction or raffle. We'll provide a tax receipt
that will give you the best possible tax-deduction. If you have anything that you might like to
donate, contact Bill Pere at bill@billpere.com. THANKS !

COMING IN SEPTEMBER – A NEW MONTHLY CSA SONGWRITER SHOWCASE! A GREAT
OPPORTUNITY TO HONE YOUR PERFORMING TECHNIQUE AND SHARE YOUR SONGS
DETAILS TO COME,

CSA’s community outreach through Local United
Network to Combat Hunger concluded its Spring season
with a great concert at Groton Congregational Church,
where CSA member Shawn Fisher is Pastor.

Through its series of Spring concerts, the Ensemble, led
by Bill and Kay Pere, and Larry Batter, raised almost
$7,000 for local social service in the state, involving
several CSA members and 20 kids.
We look forward to our 29 th season in the Fall.
t

Dani Felt is an entrepreneur and entertainment
maven. Born in Philadelphia, Felt’s passion for
music began at a young age, but her penchant for
performing soon gave way to her passion to help
artists and creators navigate and thrive in the
entertainment industry. Felt’s understanding of both
artistry and industry, along with her experience in
the music industry and broader entertainment
sphere, make her uniquely qualified to help artists
and creators turn their dreams into reality.
Felt’s passion for music is deeply rooted in her
family. After the passing of her cousin Linda Creed,
the songwriter and producer behind R&B hits for Whitney Houston “The Greatest Love Of All” as well as for
the Stylistics and the Spinners, Felt was determined to leverage their shared love of music to both honor her
cousin and make a positive impact. She founded her first business and charitable venture called Under The
Spotlight, a music compilation album.The album featured some of Dani`s friends from college. She raised
over $1000 for the Linda Creed Breast Cancer Awareness Foundation.
Felt attended the New England School of Communications where she earned her Bachelor’s degree in
Marketing Communications. After moving to New York, she soon firmly established herself in the NYC music
scene, working with artists and helping set up music showcases and networking events. Fully immersed in
New York’s music community, Felt then transitioned to an A&R role, scouting songwriting and artistic talent
for several music management and publishing firms including Big Management, Morris Music Group, and
BCMG. She frequently set up workshops for artists and songwriters such as at the Guitar Center, and also
did some consulting for various celebrity voice over coaches, including Jean Marc Berne (Disney). Felt later
founded the artist development company CreativeSpotlights, which soon led her to author a music industry
guide for emerging artists titled In The Spotlight: Over 100 Voices In Music. Creative Spotlights has since
covered many major media events and press-related affairs, including the SESAC Pop Awards.
Felt founded Dani Felt Consultants to fuse her love of music, industry experience, and marketing
background to help build the careers of artists, creators, and brands by helping them forge long-lasting
relationships. DFC’s work has already resulted in incredibly profitable relationships, red carpet showcases,
and career defining opportunities, with a great deal more on the horizon.
COME AND LEARN THE START-TO-FINISH BLUEPRONT FOR SUCCESS
AS AN INDEPENDENT ARTIST IN TODAY”S MUSIC BUISNESS
TUESDAY JUNE 6 7:15pm, Mystic Morgan House, 121 High St, Mystic

The concepts discussed in this article are a part of
the comprehensive analysis of songwriting
presented in the complete book "Songcrafters'
Coloring Book: The Essential Guide to Effective
and Successful Songwriting" , by Bill Pere. For
additional information or to order a copy, visit
http://www.songcrafterscoloringbook.com

Supplemental material to "Songcrafters' Coloring Book: The Essential Guide to Effective and Successful
Songwriting "

by Bill Pere

May I Have Your Attention Please -- More on the Von Restorff Effect

In today's very crowded music marketplace, you are competing at any given time with thousands of artists
and tens of thousands of songs – and you're competing for two specific things: Awareness, and Attention.
Awareness is getting a listener to notice that you (or your song) exist, and Attention is sparking enough
interest in that listener so that they willingly hold you in their awareness (and ideally, make others aware of
you as well).

You cannot achieve Attention without first achieving Awareness. Thus, many artists spend considerable
time and resource in "marketing and promotion", learning what they can and applying a variety of
approaches to capture listener Awareness.

However, they often overlook one fundamental piece of the

whole picture – once you've achieved Awareness, what does it take to turn it into Attention?
The answer is simple and basic – quality. Great songs. The songs are like cars to GM, computers to Apple,
or food to McDonal'd's. These companies have great brand awareness, but have faltered when there was a
perception that their quality was compromised or did not measure up to competitors. The ultimate success
of a company (i.e. you), is bring a quality product into a wide awareness.
I meet many young artists who want me to tell them all I know about marketing, but who never ask for
analysis or critique of their songs. They've spend large amounts of time and money recording songs that

have never been critiqued by objective professionals, or developing graphics that have never gone before a
test audience, and then they wonder why all their best efforts at marketing and promoting yield little results
– OR – they get some degree of results from their marketing efforts and never think to ask how much MORE
they would have gotten if they had a better product (see the discussion of Ullage in "Songcrafters' Coloring
Book").
There was an amazing online poll conducted by Derek Sivers in early 2009. He asked how folks get input
on their songs during the development stage. A huge number of aspiring Independent Artists wrote
(sometimes emphatically!) that they never seek out nor ever need critique. Not for their songs! Could you
imagine any company today investing all the time and money it takes to launch a new product or service
without including focus groups and market testing as part of the product development? We all remember
the Ford Edsel… (See "Songcrafters' Coloring Book" discussion on Expression vs. Communication).
If much of your competition is not spending time and effort in maximizing the quality of their songs, it is
good news for you – it means that if you take the time to work on the crafting of your songs, then your
subsequent efforts at promotion and marketing will be that much more effective.
A typical response to avoiding critique is that "I want to be different! My music doesn’t fit any type of
category" Let's take a moment to look at when 'different' works for or against you. (See previous articles
on the Von Restorff Effect).
At my workshops, I usually ask 100 people in a room what song they think about when I say the word
"love", and I usually get 100 different answers. Then I ask what song they think of when I say "centrifugal"
– and there are only two kinds of responses – either nothing, or "This Kiss", as recorded by Faith Hill,
written by Beth Nielsen Chapman, Robin Lerner and Annie Roboff (yes, it sometimes takes a village to raise
a great song).
There is no question that this song "works", across different styles, tastes, demographics, and cultures.
Besides being a #1 international Country hit and a Top-10 crossover hit on multiple-genre charts on three
continents, "This Kiss" became the signature song for the 1998 movie Practical Magic. It won the Video Of
The Year awards at the 1998 Country Music Association awards. This was the first time in her career that
Faith Hill had international success with a hit – success due to the song, not the artist. (She had had four
previous #1 hits, but nothing of this magnitude).
Why does this song "work" so well, as opposed to the vast number of other songs that are also about love
and kisses? Clearly it's not just what the song is "about". There is more at work.
Song lyrics have three main sets of components: Semantic (having to do with meaning), Phonetic (having
to do with the sound of the words), and Prosodic (having to do with the rhythm of the words). (These are all
discussed at great length in "Songcrafters' Coloring Book")

When you look at the chorus of "This Kiss" :
(Chapman, Lerner , Roboff © Almo Music, HFA T14952 )
It's the way you love me
It's a feeling like this
It's centrifugal motion
It's perpetual bliss
It's that pivotal moment
It's, ah, impossible
This kiss, this kiss, unstoppable
This kiss, this kiss
you see that it's not what is being said that is so memorable -- a million songs say the same thing. It's not
any unique use of metaphor or any memorable story. It is the sound of the words, their cadence, and the
unusual choice of words.
words:

The incredible international success of this song is shaped primarily by five

centrifugal, perpetual, (that)pivotal, impossible, unstoppable".

These five words show tremendous

interaction between semantic, phonetic, and prosodic elements. The sonic activity (use of phonetics) here is
extremely high: a five-fold alliteration on "p"; all the words end in the "ul' sound; assonant syllables in
"cen" "per" and "pet"; a sonic reversal in "pos/"stop"; and a rhyme in "tual"/"fugal".
Prosodically, all the words have the exact same cadence (accent pattern) of
4 syllables with the accent on the second: soft-LOUD-soft-soft, and the same rhythmic timing. The five lines
of this rhythmic pattern set up a real perception of motion -- and then -- the spondee pattern of the words
"this kiss" (LOUD LOUD) moved to musical off-beats totally changes the sense of motion and makes the title
really stand out, far more so than if the words just continued the fast-moving pace of the previous lines.

It

is truly good songcraft on all levels.
Finally, the semantic choice of the particularly unusual word (for a song) "centrifugal" put the icing on this
lyric, using the Von Restorff effect to uniquely brand the song.
The Von Restorff Effect is the cognitive principle that makes things stand out and be more easily
remembered by being different . This same principle is at work with the music in songs as well. Ask 100
people what well known band they think of when you say "guitar", and you'll get 100 answers. Same for
"keyboard".

But ask what band they think of when you say "French Horn" and you'll get one – The Who.

Ask about "flute" and you'll get Jethro Tull, and perhaps some Moody Blues. Ask about "cello" and it's the
Harry Chapin Band. The Von Restorff Effect is clearly at work musically as well as lyrically.
The bottom line of all of this is simple: it's not enough to just be different, nor to be technically proficient.
You have to have an above-average song in order for uniqueness and technical artistry to have optimum

effect. And if you're going to be "different" it has to be in a way that is in a space of its own, without other
competing songs or artists or styles. You can only determine this with some market testing. Don’t just
assume. Always strive for maximum Awareness, but be sure you have a well crafted, quality song to hold
Attention.

Grammy-winning songwriter Bill Pere was named one of the "Top 50 Innovators, Groundbreakers and
Guiding Lights of the Music Industry" by Music Connection Magazine. With more than 30 years in the
music business, as a recording artist, songwriter, performer, and educator Bill is well known for his
superbly crafted lyrics, with lasting impact. Bill has released 16 CD's , and is President of the Connecticut
Songwriters Association. Bill is an Official Connecticut State Troubadour, and is the Founder and Executive
Director of the LUNCH Ensemble (www.lunchensemble.com). Twice named Connecticut Songwriter of the
Year, Bill is a qualified MBTI practitioner, a member of CMEA and MENC, and as Director of the
Connecticut Songwriting Academy he helps develop young talent in songwriting, performing, and learning
about the music business. Bill's song analysis and critiques are among the best in the industry.
© Copyright 2017 Bill Pere. All Rights Reserved. This article may not be reproduced in any way with out
permission of the author, except for academic use, with proper attribution.
For workshops, consultation, performances, or other songwriter services, contact Bill via his web sites, at
www.billpere.com, www.ctsongwriting.com, and www.lunchensemble.com

SONG CRITIQUES Members may bring a
song or lyric on CD (or do it live) to the
monthly meeting for critiquing by fellow
members. Please bring 20
copies of typed lyric sheet. Out-of-State
members may have their songs or lyrics
critiqued by sending one submission with 20
typed copies of lyrics to: CSA, PO Box 511,
Mystic CT 06355. Include an e-mail address or
a double stamped return envelope. Please note
that since critiquing is designed to give
constructive feedback and suggestions for
improvement, songs which are meant only to
be shared for self expression (as opposed to
critiqued for improvement) should not be
submitted. These can be presented in
songsharing opportunities.
Questions about CSA Programs? Need To
check your
Membership status? Have a news item to
submit? Want to volunteer for a project?
Seeking a collaborator? Change of Address?
It's easy to contact CSA.
General Info: www.ctsongs.com E-mail:
info@ctsongs.com

• COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES
AND NETWORKING : CSA provides
opportunities to meet collaborators and
providers of various music services. Make sure
you're listed on our web site.
• SONG SCREENING : CSA helps its
members get well-crafted songs targeted to
their best potential market. Songs may be
screened at meetings or by mail. Selected songs
are eligible for inclusion on CSA compilation
albums which are often given to industry pros.
Songs submitted for screening must have been
presented at a prior critique session.
(exceptions on a case-by-case basis)
• PARTICIPATION IN CSA MARKETING
OUTLETS AND DISTRIBUTION :
Recordings by CSA members may be made
available to retail outlets, radio stations, or
Internet Distribution channels.
COMMUNITY OUTREACH
OPPORTUNITIES: The LUNCH Program
offers opportunities to be involved in the
production and performance of benefit shows
to address hunger and poverty . For details,
contact info@ctsongwriting.com

Change of Address, Newsletter, Membership,
Special Projects: CSA membership PO Box
511 Mystic CT 06355 E-Mail:
info@ctsongwriters.com
CSA on the Web: www. ctsongs.com
Members receive a free 1 year subscription to the monthly newsletter Connecticut Songsmith, free
or discounted admission to monthly meetings and critique sessions, participation in the Song
Share Sessions, Song Screening Services, eligibility for inclusion on Compilation CDs, free
classified ads , and discounts on goods and services.
Enclosed is my check or money order to CSA for $ ______
Mail to:
Go to:
CSA Membership OR
www.ctsongs.com and
PO Box 511
you may join online using
Mystic CT 06355
PayPal

E-Mail: info@ctsongs.com
An investment in CSA is
an investment in yourself!

An Educational, Non-Profit Organization Dedicated to Improving the Art and Craft of Original Music since 1979
JOIN CSA ONLINE OF BY MAIL: www.ctsongs.com/csajoin.htm

